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Abstrakt
Vizitka je široce používaný nástroj pro předávání kontaktů mezi jednotlivci. Vizitka je
většinou používána v podnikatelském sektoru, ale může být také použita pro osobní účely.
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá vytvořením on-line webové aplikace pro tvorbu vizitek.
Uživatel si může vybrat předdefinované šablony, nahrát obrázky, přizpůsobit prvky a
nakonec převést požadovanou kartu do formátu PDF, a tím připravit pro tisk. Webová
aplikace bude držet stanované typografické zákony, protože určité typografické pravidla
jsou zásadní pro tuto aplikaci.
Abstract
Business card is a widely used tool for passing contacts between individuals. A business
card is mostly used in the business sector, but it can be used for personal purposes too.
This bachelor thesis deals with the creation of an online web application for business cards
creation. The user can choose predefined templates, upload images, customize the elements
and finally convert the desired card to a PDF format, thereby prepare it for printing. The
web application will keep established typographic laws, as certain typographical rules are
essential for this application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We meet business cards every day. Business card is a widely used tool for passing contacts
between companies, but also between individuals. It can be used for transferring contacts,
making new business partners or just simply advertising the company. It is used for
a nonverbal communication. Exchanging business cards is a frequent activity, so it is
advisable to keep them always in the wallet for an immediate use. We can receive these
cards from a friend, current or future employer or even a company. A business card should
draw attention not only by its content, but the design of the card is a very important factor
too. Therefore, companies are trying to create different, well-marked business cards, which
differ from the competititors aiming to achieve a high level of customer recognition and
awareness. A business card provides basic information about the person or the company.
It can contain formal data like name, address, phone number, website and email, but it
can carry informal and additional information too. The opening hours or the company´s
favourite quote can be written on the card. In the business sector, they can be used as
an invitation to an event or as an announcement too. The back side of the card is usually
blank and can be used as a space for additional information mostly written by hand.
However, we can meet with two-sided cards as well. For instance, the company is situated
in a multilingual area, so it is advisable to have the card translated to other languages.
The purpose of this thesis is to design a web application for creating business cards.
Chapter 2 deals with certain typographic laws used in business card design. It introduces
the reader to typographic properties, such as dimension of the business cards, matching
colors, output formats and specific rules regarding business card printing. Dimensions of
the business cards differ from country to country. Each nation has different culture and
habits. People from various countries examine business cards in different ways.
Chapter 3 describes the analysis of available online and oﬄine applications. It focuses on
their advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 4 contains project related design suggestions.
It describes the formulation of goals and the design of the user interface. Chapter 5
summarizes the implementation steps of the application. It also deals with the theoretical
and the technical bases of the problems. Chapter 6 deals with the testing of the application
in different browsers and its results. Finally, chapter 7 is about suggestions for the future
work. It also summarizes the project and describes the obtained results.
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Chapter 2
Typographic regularities of
business cards
Business card needs to be representative and should draw attention by its content. Thereby,
during the creation process established principles must have been kept. Business card
creates the first impression about its author. Business card represents a person or a company
only if it is available at any time. The are also certain principles regarding to the content of
the business cards, arrangement of the items and the appropriate color combination. This
chapter will be devoted to these conventions.
2.1 History of business cards
The history of business cards dates back to the 15th century to Japan. A Japanese business
card is called a meishi. It was used as an announcement that the holder of the card should
expect a visitor. First visiting cards appeared in Europe in the 17th century during the
reign of Louis XIV. A visiting card or calling card had only one data on it: the visitor´s
name. It was used similarly as in the Japanese culture. Usually, an aristocratic family sent
their butler to deliver this card to a family they were planning to visit in the near future.
If that card was returned in an envelope, it meant the visitor´s rejection [30].
In the 17th century trade cards appeared in England. It was the first time when it
was used as an advertisement. They were distributed to clients and potential customers.
London in those days had no formal street numbering and trade cards were used as a map
to get to the target point [37].
In the 19th century in France, Carte de visite started to spread. It was a small card with
the owner´s photo on it and some details about the author of the card. At the beginning
of the 20th century in the USA people started to use business cards as an international
method of exchanging contact information. Figure 2.1 illustrates a business card from the
20th century. As the years went by, the cards became fancier and more ornate. Nowadays,
business cards are printed in any material, shape and color. People are trying to create
modern and futuristic designs to get the attention of the possible future clients. Figure 2.2
illustrates an example of a futuristic business card.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a business card from 1890s [11]
Figure 2.2: Example of a futuristic business card design [1]
2.2 Typographic regularities
The most widely spread material for business card printing is the paper. As technology
is developing day by day, today´s options are much wider. Nowadays, we can meet with
Compact Disc business cards. Its size is nearly the same as a conventional business card,
but it contains specific data. The capacity of this CD is not 700MB, as the usual size
of this medium. This CD usually holds 70-100MB of data. It can be used for dynamic
presentation or it can contain the oﬄine version of a webpage.
We can divide business cards based on their usage. They can be used for personal
purposes as well as for business perspective. However, the most important is the design
of a business card, because a possible customer´s first impression will be made based on
the first view. As a business card needs to be functional it is necessary to follow certain
rules. In most countries people read from left to right (or right to left). Therefore, business
cards are mostly landscape oriented. According to statistics the most common business
card mistakes are the following [7]:
1. Not a creative/clean design.
2. Unclear/hidden contact info.
3. Poor quality of printing/paper.
4. Oversized card.
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To avoid these common mistakes, the designer should know the basic rules of creating a
business card. Most business cards are printed one sided. The back side is used only for
additional notes or messages. However, double-sided business cards are used too. The
back side is mostly contains the same content as the front side, but it is translated to
another language for a better understanding in a multilingual area. Other possibilities can
be a calendar for the current year or a short introduction about the company. The written
information on the card is also very important. A business card should contain the following
information [18]:
• Name of individual
If a full name is written on the card, the business card will be more personalized. In
a large organization it will be useful for the customer to exactly accost the specific
person. It is also important to know that the sequence of the full name can differ in
some countries (first name and the surname are swapped).
• Name of the company
It is usually connected with the logo or the slogan of the company. In case of a
company´s business card it is the most essential part of information.
• Job title
On business cards, it is customary to give the position of the person in the company´s
hierarchy. Thereby, the person who wants to contact him will know in which
department he is working at.
• Address
It consists of street address, house number, ZIP code and country. Recently, it loses
attention due to the fast spread of communication technologies.
• Phone number(s)
A business card can contain both the mobile number and the telephone number.
Both number should also contain the international dialing code of the country. Using
hyphens and spaces will make it more readable.
• Email address
Due to the rapid development of internet, email address plays a very important role
on the card.
• Webpage
Webpage address can be given with or without the http:// preceding the URL. It
contains all of the necessary information, which do not fit on the card.
• Description of the company
It is useful when it is unclear what the given company does.
• Graphic image(s)
It can be used either for background, but a well-designed logo of a company can draw
attention and people will remember it for a long time.
• Additional information
Additional information can be consisting of the motto or the opening hours of the
company. Additional contacts can also be given for Skype, Facebook, etc.
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During designing and creating business cards, it is important to familiarize with and to
follow certain patterns and typographical conventions [13]. The result needs to be well
structured and clear in order to fulfill its purpose. A very important factor is the readability
of business cards. If a card is designed for formal presence, its font will need to be also neat
and easily readable. Reading experimental fonts can be difficult, so it is better to choose the
font, which is clear and readable. Using less than 8pt for a font size may cause illegibility.
Optimal font size is around 10-12pt. It is also important to choose the correct typeface.
The various types of fonts should not be mixed on the card. Ideally, one font type is used
for all the information. Another important factor is the letter-spacing. Space between
the characters should be natural. As large, small spacing will also cause poor legibility of
the text. Leading (or line spacing) is the distance between each line. Lines which are very
close to each other are hard to read. However, too large distance is also not advisable. The
optimal leading is considered 20% (1.2 line spacing).
The correct choice of colors is also very important. The basis for good readability is
the correct contrast. The font color is usually black or dark blue. Some color combinations
can result in low overall visibility and should be avoided. Bad color combinations can
occur by using nearly the same font color on the same background color. Around 5% of
the population is color-blind. Color blind people have a difficulty with identifying specific
colors. So, colors on the card should be used in a correct combination to adapt to them as
well.
A QR code on business cards is very popular these days. A QR code is a two dimensional
barcode which can store large information, but relatively small data space. The code can
store various data, mostly web addresses or mobile phone numbers. Another popular feature
of the QR code is the decryption. The decryption of these codes can be done by almost
any mobile phone. Special applications have been made for this purpose [14].
2.3 Output format
The dimensions of business cards differ from country to country. Aspect ratios range from
1.42 to 1.8. Table 2.1 illustrates the various card dimensions sorted by countries. In Europe
two main standards are used. In the western part the size of a business card is 85 x 55mm,
in Central and Eastern Europe 90 x 50mm is used. USA is not using the metric system.
Dimensions of the business cards is given in inches (1in = 2.54cm). In the USA, size of a
business card is 3.5 x 2in, which is approximately 88.9 x 50.8mm.
Table 2.1: Used dimensions of business cards by countries
Standard Dimensions [mm]
ISO 216, A8 sized 74 x 52
Ireland, Italy, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, Slovenia,
Portugal, Turkey
85 x 55
ISO/IEC 7810 ID-1, credit card sized, Australia 85.6 x 53.98
New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Vietnam, India, Colombia 90 x 55
Japan 91 x 55
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Table 2.1: Used dimensions of business cards by countries
Standard Dimensions [mm]
Hong Kong, China, Singapore, Malaysia 90 x 54
Canada, United States 88.9 x 50.8
Iran 85 x 48
Argentina, Brazil, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Costa Rica,
Czech Republic, Croatia, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Israel,
Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Slovakia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Bulgaria,
Latvia, Mexico, South Korea, South Africa
90 x 50
Usually, business cards are printed on a A4 paper, which is the international standard
paper size. Its size is 210 x 297mm. In USA the most common paper format is letter. Its
size is 8.5 x 11in, which is 216 x 279mm. Arrangement of business cards in an A4 paper is
2 x 5, so together 10 pieces of a business card can fit on one page. Paper type letter has
different size. Some standards can not fit to the paper ten times. The exact arrangement
of business cards is discussed in section 5.4.
One of the most important steps at business card printing is the correct selection of the
paper type. Material of a business card is mostly from 250 to 350g/m2 cardboard. We can
use various creative papers, but their weight should exceed 250g/m2.
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Chapter 3
Business card applications
A great variety of applications is available on the internet. These applications can be divided
into two main categories. First one is the online web applications, which are available for
everyone for free. After the user has completed the form and finished the card designing,
a PDF file is ready for download. However, some applications offer only the possibility of
ordering and printing business cards followed by sending to the given address. The second
group contains computer programs, which are installed on the computer and can work
without internet connection (oﬄine). These tools are characterized by richer settings and
wider range of design possibilities. The final output can be printed by the user. For some
of these applications, it is necessary to pay a fee in order to use it. The analysis of oﬄine
applications will only include softwares which are free of charge.
3.1 Online applications
3.1.1 DeGraeve
The application offers relatively few options for card designing [10]. The user has ten text
fields with no possibilities to add more. Changing the font type is not supported. Only one
font type is available and the user can pick from only three font sizes: small, medium and
large. Setting the font size in pixels is not possible. The user can set text to bold or italic,
but underline is not supported. Uploading an image is possible, but only one is allowed.
Changing the position of the elements is impossible. The web application does not support
designing the back side of the card. Card size is the standard USA size and it is not possible
to change it. The application has also problems with Czech diacritics. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the apperance of the application. The resulting document can be downloaded in a PDF
file.
3.1.2 Business Card Star
Business Card Star is flash-based and offers rich editing options regarding business card
design [5]. First step is to choose a template for a card. The user can choose from eight
categories. In each category more than ten templates are available. The application offers a
registration. If a user is logged in, he can save his actual project for future editing. After the
business card details have been filled out, the user can start customizing the elements (see
figure 3.2). For each text block it is possible to change the font type, font size, alignment
and the color. Adding new text blocks besides the predefined ones is also possible. For
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Figure 3.1: Application layout: DeGraeve [10]
certain part of a template it is possible to change the color. The user can choose from
ten types of fonts, but text decoration is not supported. After the front side has been
completed, user can customize the back side of the card. At the PDF generating it is not
possible to change the size of the business card. The disadvantage of this application is
that you have to pay for the service, even when you only want to print at home. Another
deficiency is the problem with Czech diacritics.
3.1.3 Jukeboxprint
Jukeboxprint.com offers many possibilities in order to create your ideal business card [25].
After the desired template has been chosen, the user can start to create his new business
card. The user can switch between front and back side. The card area for designing is
too large. Changing the content of text elements is not realized in the card area, but on
the right panel. This option can confuse the user. Changing the font type, font size and
color is supported. However, changing the text to bold, italic or underline is impossible.
Nice feature is to add a shadow to a text element. On the other hand, it is not common
to use shadows on business cards. Another possibility is to add shapes to the card and it
is possible to rotate it to a desired angle. Uploading images is possible, even predefined
logos are available. However, BMP format is not supported. To be able to save the project,
registration is needed. The user can also create a gradient background for the card. An
interesting feature is the possibility to add QR codes to the business card. At the PDF
generating it is possible to review the card in a PDF file, but for printing certain amount
of fee is calculated.
3.1.4 Vistaprint
Another available web application with poor options of editing, if the user does not want to
pay for the printing [39]. The user can fill the form about the card details, but he can not
move any of the elements. For any customization the user needs to pay a certain amount
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Figure 3.2: Application layout: Business Card Star [5]
of money. The application allows creating the card with advanced options, but generating
the PDF is not possible without the payment. The user can choose from more than 100
font types. It is also possible to change colors, set the font size or move the text elements
to a desired area. Nice feature is to go undo or redo during the business card designing.
Another possibility is to itemize the text elements, so the user can easily create bulleted
or numbered list on the card. The application supports UTF8 encoding, so there are no
problems with the Czech diacritics. An example screenshot can be seen on figure 3.3.
3.2 Oﬄine applications
3.2.1 CardWorks
Cardworks is available in two versions [31]. The first one is free of charge, but in the
resulting PDF document the company´s logo is printed on every card. In order to create
business cards without additional advertisement the user needs to buy the product. The
application offers a simple and clean surface (see figure 3.4). The user can choose from
more than hundred templates for the background. The templates are categorized by colors
and in each category ten templates are available. Downloading new templates through the
internet is also possible. Every text area on the card can be easily customized. The user
can change the font size, font type and color. It is also possible to move the selected text
element to the desired area. As the user is moving an element, secondary lines will show
up in order to help the user to precisely position the element. The card area is rulered,
so the user can accurately place the card elements. Uploading own images is supported
in common file extensions. However, the uploaded pictures are not possible to scale. The
disadvantage of this software is that it is not possible to create additional text blocks on
the card. At the PDF generating, the user can set the margins, the paper type and also
the number of cards per sheet. Direct printing from the software is also possible.
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Figure 3.3: Application layout: Vistaprint [39]
3.2.2 Business Card Designer
The software is not free of charge, but a trial version is available [12]. The disadvantage
of the trial version is that the generated cards cards contain unnecessary and annoying
messages. The user can choose from many templates, which are logically categorized into
certain groups. Creating gradient background is also supported. Nice feature is the layer
system, which is similar to the layer technique in Adobe Photoshop. Every text element has
its own layer, thereby the user can easily customize it (see figure 3.5). Another possibility
is to create concaved and waved text boxes. Moreover, it is possible to add some advanced
effects on it like shadow, blur, etc. At the PDF generating, the user can choose from
various paper types. The software is connected with Microsoft Excel, so it is possible to
load information from an xsl file.
3.2.3 Business Card Maker
The user can use this software for free for ten days, but the PDF generating is only
available in the full version [3]. The application is fast and it has an intuitive surface.
The possibilities at the card customization are rich. Adding new text elements besides the
predefined ones is impossible. The user can choose from more than fifty font types, their
additional customization like shadow, opacity and rotation is also possible. Designing the
back side of the card is available. Interesting feature is the ability to set a grid background
on the card for better positioning. Disadvantage of this application is the lack of possibilites
at the PDF generating. The user can not set the dimensions of the card or the paper type.
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Figure 3.4: Application layout: CardWorks [31]
Figure 3.5: Application layout: Business Card Designer [12]
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Chapter 4
Design and analysis
The basis for planning is to determine the target audience. For average users it is not
appropriate to control an application from a command line and remember difficult
commands and instructions. The age of the user is also a very important factor. In
my case, business card is mainly used in the business field, so the target audience is aged
between 18-60. Older people may not have sufficient technical or language skills, so adapting
to them as well is also very important. Another major factor is the arrangement of graphical
elements in the window. Statistics have shown that those people who could not get used
to the application in a couple of minutes, did not use it anymore. The proper and detailed
planning has a big influence on the future success of the application [34]. Design of the user
interface can be divided into two parts. The first one emphasis on the user analysis. The
second deals with the available technical possibilities.
4.1 Interaction interfaces
During the development of applications there have been several control methods [33]. Table
4.1 summarizes these types and focuses on their advantages and disadvantages. These
control methods are the following:
• Command-line interface
It is one of the oldest types of controlling PC. It is the simplest interaction interface
that allows communication with the program using special commands. In some
computers systems is the only way of communication. This method is mainly used
by experienced users, who have a long-term experience in this field. Therefore, it can
significantly accelerate the job.
• Dialogs: questions and answers
Questions are provided to the user. Mostly, the client can choose an answer out from
”
yes“ or
”
no“. It is a simple mechanism for collecting input data.
• Forms and tables
It is realized by forms and tables, where a client can enter or modify data. It should
be clear about what information is required and what kind of data is needed to fill in.
• Menu and navigation
It is a graphical user interface, which is used principally for display options on the
screen by using mouse click, numeric or alphabetic keys or keyboard shortcut. There
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are different available choices on the screen. By selecting them, we can change the
status of the interface. Items are not always displayed in order to save desktop space.
They will show up after mouse click, which can have two forms: pull-down menu
and pop-up menu.
• Natural language
Users can communicate with application by voice commands. It has many weaknesses,
especially in word recognition. Nowadays, people are still looking for ways how to
improve this type of communication.
• Direct manipulation
User can click and directly affect the object displayed on the screen.
• WIMP
WIMP stands for
”
windows, icons, menus and pointers“. Nowadays, it is the most
frequently used method. It is actually a combination of interfaces, it selects the most
appropriate type of interaction for each desired function. Typical elements used in
this system are: windows, icons, menus, buttons, dialogs, text fields, drop down lists,
and toolbars.
Table 4.1: Comparison of different kinds of interaction interfaces
Interaction interface Advantages Disadvantages
Command-line • fast and flexible
• easy implementation
• requires knowledge of
commands
• only for experienced users
Dialogs • easy data input • only suitable for specific
sites
Menu and navigation • simple surface
• easy to learn
• extensive menu occupies
large area
Natural language • simple usage • complex implementation
• speech recognition
Direct manipulation • quick work
• immediate result
• complex operations are
difficult to implement
WIMP • diversity of the elements
• easy to use
• for large-scale application
demanding implementation
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4.2 Graphical user interface design
Design of the graphical user interface (GUI) began by analyzing the users. From feedbacks,
the first sample design has been created. Figure 4.1 illustrates the design plan of the
application.
Figure 4.1: Sample design
After the analysis of available online and oﬄine applications, the description of the
application has been made. After a thorough research I realized that the absence of these
applications is the server-side. They only provide client-side. The users can not continue
or modify their existing projects, update some information or upload new images. In
my application I will focus on the lack of these functions. Another feature the examined
applications lack is to choose the dimensions of the card. Sizes of business cards differ
from country to country. A good application meets the user´s requirements in any part
of the world. So, the program will support manually specified dimensions. Finally, the
application will also include an option for adding additional text, if the user wants to
include more information apart from the basic scheme. Naturally, uploading images or
logos will also be possible.
4.2.1 Display designs
Before the actual display is designed it is important to specify, on which part is the future
display concentrated (e.g. learning, entartaining, navigation, etc.). User should be able to
understand what the actual system displays. The same is true vice versa. So, the system
must be able to process, which the user performs. Christopher D. Wickens specified thirteen
principles of display design [43]. These principles are the following:
• Make displays legible
Every display should be readable to successfully communicate with it. The appropriate
combination of fonts, colors and arrangement of elements play an important role.
• Avoid absolute judgment limits
User should not be asked to define a single sensory variable, which can contain different
levels.
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• Top-down processing
User is controlled by his previous experiences. It means he will decode the symbols
the same way as he did it in the past.
• Redundancy gain
If signs are presented more than once, user will understood better and faster. For
same functions use the same shapes and colors to create regularity.
• Similarity causes confusion: Use discriminable elements
Similar symbols can easily be confused. Different, but similar symbols should be
highlighted in some way.
• Principle of pictorial realism
The displayed values should have the same mechanism as in human model.
(e.g. Continuous variables should have analog displays and discrete variables should
have digital displays.)
• Principle of the moving part
Values of the moving elements should increase or decrease depending on the actual
real-life model.
• Minimizing information access cost
The most frequently used items should be located on a well visible location.
• Proximity compatibility principle
If it is appropriate, promote integration of information.
• Principle of multiple resources
A client better understands information from various resources ( e.g. visual and
auditory information).
• Replace memory with visual information
Do not use large lists on the display, but try to create structural menus for better
focusing.
• Principle of predictive aiding
You should remove complicated and complex tasks and rather replace it with easier
ones.
• Principle of consistency
Long-term memory of the user will use the same actions, which he expected to be
appropriate.
4.2.2 Implementation technology
Important aspect of the GUI web application is the chosen technology. Various technologies
provide various features, so the correct choice of the method has a decisive influence on
future success. Table 4.2 summarizes these technologies and focuses on their advantages
and disadvantages.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of implementation technologies
Technology Advantages Disadvantages
HTML, CSS, JQuery,
PHP
• most widely spread among
users
• quick response
• good optimization for
internet search engine
• limited features
• necessary optimization for
browsers
Java • ability to implement many
advanced features
• OS independent
• long inicialization in the
browser
• slower response
Flash • rich possibilites of editing
• OS independent
• more complicated
implementation
• not as widespread as HTML
The comparison implies that the best choice will be HTML, CSS and jQuery on the
client-side and PHP and SQL on the server-side. It is the most wide-spread and fastest
among these technologies. There is no need for complex background and transitions. These
can be replaced by uploading your own graphics.
4.2.3 User inputs
In web development for user inputs form elements are used [15][41]. The summary below
only mentions the forms included and used in the project.
• Text field
Text field allows you to enter any text string. The default width of a text field is
20 characters, but it is possible to change this value. Disadvantage of this form is
that you are not able to control the content or the format of this field without using
scripting. It can be used for entering basic data like name, email, contact, etc. There
is a special type of text field, when the characters are masked. Password field can be
used when confidential data is entered.
• Checkbox
It is a field with two states: checked or unchecked. Mostly, it is used when an
agreement to terms is needed. There is no need to check the correctness of filling.
• Radio button
It is a combination of buttons where user can select only one from a given group.
There is no need to check the correctness by regular expressions. It is mostly used
when there is no need for large lists, because there are two or three choices.
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• Submit button
Typically, this button is used for sending approved data to the server. The data is
sent to a specified page, which is set in the action attribute.
• Drop-down list
It is a pull-down menu of predefined options. In HTML5 there are new attributes like
attribute required, which forces the user to select a value before submitting the form.
• File
It is a box for selecting a file for upload. It allows including one or more files and then
uploading to the server. For processing it is necessary to use server-side scripting.
In my web application text fields can be used for entering basic information to the card and
also for various registration and login inputs. Text area will be also an option for larger
possible text inputs. For example, address can contain street, ZIP code, street and country.
However, I decided to separate these data to get a more customizable area.
Checkboxes will be appropriate for enabling or disabling the selected text element on
the card. If a user does not want to use some of the predefined values, he can disable it by
clicking on the corresponding checkbox.
Radio buttons will be an ideal solution for the PDF properties. User can change paper
types and the number of cards on a single page. Here, there is no need for large lists,
because the possible options are limited. Drop-down lists can be used where there is a large
amount of information. In the registration form user must choose his country. Number of
countries is nearly 200, so using a drop-down list will be ideal there.
Submit buttons will be useful whenever an approval from the user is required. Finally,
file input will be neccessary for image uploading.
4.3 Specified requirements
In section 4.2 the absence of online and oﬄine application are discussed. Many available
programs are often limited in functionality. The possibilities available for card editing are
often insufficient. The defined requirements for my web applications are the following:
• Create projects
User must create a project in order to create business cards. Thereby, the user´s
data is stored in the database and he can continue his existing projects in the future
without reentering the same information repeatedly.
• Save and load designs
User can save his existing design and load it whenever he needs it for future
modification. The position of the elements and images, the color and font types
of various elements are stored and there is no need for rearrangement.
• Customization of the elements
The user can change font size, font type and font style of every text element on the
card. To change the color of the elements on a RGB scale will be also supported.
Moreover, it will be possible to rotate the text to a desired angle.
• Additional text
Client can add another data to the card apart from the predefined ones. It can be
useful for some details of the company such as the opening hours, motto, etc.
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• Back side of the card
The application also supports the ability to design the back side of the card. The
user can simply change between the front side and the back side.
• Uploading own images
It is possible to upload own logos and images. After the desired image has been added
to the card, it is also possible to resize it.
• Add shapes and lines
User can add vertical and horizontal lines to the card or even rectangular shapes.
Clients will be able to change the width and height of these shapes and the color too.
• Output properties
Users will be able to set the paper type (A4 or letter) and dimensions of the cards, as
the sizes of business cards differ from country to country. Moreover, it will be possible
to set the number of cards on a single page.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
The previous chapter revealed that the ideal solution would be implementation of the
application by using HTML, CSS, jQuery, PHP and MySQL. The application will be
available online. Oﬄine processing will not be supported. The next goal is to build a
multi-platform application, which means it can be reached from various browsers. The
supported browsers will be Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari and Opera. Naturally,
the first step was to implement the basic design of the application. It is necessary to
keep certain typographic rules like layout of the items, font types, sizes and color of the
elements [13].
5.1 Server-side
In order to successfully store the details of every user, their projects and designs, it
is essential to implement a client-server communication between the client-side and the
database.
5.1.1 Registration and login
The base of a server-side application in my thesis is to save information about users into the
database. If a client wants to modify his business card, we need to authenticate him. For
this purpose, we need the registration details of every user, who wants to create a business
card. The necessary details are the following: username, password, full name, email address
and country. MD5 algorithm is used for password encrypting.
In order to speed up the registration, an IP detector is used [4]. It detects the user´s IP
address, thus the country too. The user does not need to select from a large list, because
his country is automatically selected. For controlling the correct format of the required
data regular expressions are used. If the user has given incorrect symbols the registration
will not be performed.
After a successful registration an email is sent to the given email address with the
account details. In the login window, it is possible to choose a checkbox with the following
text: Keep me signed in on this computer. If it is checked a cookie is stored in the browser,
so it is not necessary to log in again for a given time interval. For modal window jQuery
UI was used [21].
The database also checks for the possible username duplicates, because a username
needs to be a unique data. On the server-side a SQL statement checks for the entered
username and returns false, if the username has not been used. True is returned if the
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username is already reserved. If the user clicks on the Log out button, cookies are deleted
from the browser and SESSION variables are defined back to NULL.
If the user is not logged in, customization of the elements is unrealizable. Templates
are not draggable and it is also impossible to create a project. After the user has been
logged in under his account more blocks and menus are displayed. Templates will become
draggable and the client can start to design his own business card.
5.1.2 Database communication
As I mentioned in the previous section, database is an indispensable accessory of a server-side
application. The server-part is implemented by using PHP5 and database MySQL. PHP is
a scripting programming language designed primarily for implementation of dynamic web
applications [42]. Big advantage of this language is the great support of different libraries
like working with database, files, etc.
On the server side a class named Storage is created. It is implemented based on the
singleton design pattern to make the data persistent. It is implemented as an abstract
class, because another extension class called DBStorage is created. DBStorage is the
extension of the abstract class Storage, a persistent data storage in the database, containing
various predefined functions.
There are three main approaches to connect to a MySQL database [38]. Each method is
different and has its own advantages and disadvantages. The three application programming
interfaces (APIs) offered by PHP are the following:
1. Using mysql functions
2. Using mysqli
3. PHP Data Objects (PDO)
Table 5.1 sums up these methods and summmarizes their properties.
Table 5.1: Comparison of MySQL approaches
Method Properties
mysql • deprecated
• mysql functions are procedural
• manual escaping
• not recommended
mysqli • object-oriented
• procedural
• support for prepared statements
PDO • provides prepared statements
• flexibility
• cross-database compatibility
• protects against SQL injections
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The comparison implies that the best choice will be PHP Data Objects. It provides prepared
statements, so there is no need to implement the same insert or search function repeatedly.
It is not necessary to handle manually the possible errors every time.
The application does not reload the page during registration, logging or card designing.
This is realized by AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technology [17]. It can
communicate with server and exchange data without reloading a single page.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the database tables and their relations. Table user contains data
of the registered user. Every time a new client is registered a new row is inserted. It saves
the user´s login, password, email address, full name and country. An unique identifier is
used as a primary key of the table. The projects table contains all of the created projects
in the application. It’s possible for the user to create more projects under one account.
Attribute user id connects the projects table with the user table. Table designs contains
the saved designs in the application. A registered user can create more designs under one
project. Attribute project id is used for identification with the relative project. The table
contains the following attributes: id, project id, title, file name front, file name back and
date, which is the time when the row was inserted into the database.
Figure 5.1: Entity relationship diagram
5.1.3 Creating projects
In the application ,client can create, delete and load projects under one account. Project
creation is compulsory for every user who wants to create a business card. In the project
form, full name and email are filled out automatically from the registration details, because
with high probability the user wants to use the same data for his card. In this form, it is
unnecessary to check the correctness of the inputs, becuase theoretically the user can save
and use any data in the database. This means that the attributes have only informative
characters and the client can theoretically save his mobile number under the street attribute.
After new project has been created, new row is inserted to the database. On the
server-side there is a function for getting all the projects from the database for a given
user id. This function is linked with another function, which is used for filling out the
input data under the card space. Thereby, it is possible to edit or delete the elements on
the card in real time.
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Available projects are listed on the left side of the card space. Figure 5.2 illustrates
an example of a list of existing projects in the application. This menu was realized by
a jQuery Accordion [20]. The user can simply toggle between these two menus (projects
and designs). It is also possible to delete each available project. If the user hovers over
a project, a trash bag icon will appear. By clicking on it, a confirmation window appears
asking if the user really wants to delete the project. The delete function was realized by
an AJAX function which communicates with the database. The project id is passed as an
argument to identify the specific row in the database. On the server-side there is a simple
SQL statement, which deletes the desired row from the database.
Figure 5.2: List of available projects
5.1.4 Saving designs
A registered user can save his actual design and load it, whenever he wants to modify his
available design. If the client clicks on the save button, a dialog window will appear, asking
the title of the design. After this, a new row is inserted to the database. Attribute project id
is used for the identification with the relative project.
The requested design is saved as two HTML files containing the requested DIV block,
because the front and the back part is stored on the server separately. To get a unique
file name four strings are concatenated: the actual username, title of the design,
project id and finally strings front or back depending on the content of the file. If the
user wants to save a design with an existing title, a dialog window will appear asking the
user if he wants to overwrite the existing design. On the server-side a SQL select statement
checks for the given title and returns false if the title has not been used. True will be
returned if the design with a given title exists. If the user wants to overwrite his available
design, function firstly deletes the desired row from the database and the HTML files are
overwritten at the server-side. After that new records are inserted to the database.
User can also delete a design by clicking on the trash icon next to the design. This
function deletes the related row from the database plus the HTML files on the server,
which belongs to that design. The available designs are displayed at the same area as the
available projects. If the user wants to load his design, database will search for the desired
row in the database and the required files will be loaded and their contents will be appended
to the card.
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5.2 Element customization
Clients can change font size, font type and change text to bold, italic or underline. For
each text element on the card it is possible to set the color and also to rotate to a desired
angle. For all these functions a customization tooltip is required.
If the user clicks on one of the elements, a tooltip appears. This was realized by a
jQuery plugin [6]. This plugin enables to create semantic and modern tooltips above the
desired text. There are lots of available themes for the tooltip. Moreover, with the power of
CSS the appearance can be easily customizable. It also provides lots of promising advanced
options, so for my web application this plugin will be an ideal choice.
Figure 5.3: Tooltip positioning above selected element
Each text element on the card is a draggable object. So, for the tooltip, it is necessary to
follow the selected text when it is moving. The tooltip always needs to be centralized above
the selected text. As the width of these text elements is not the same, it was necessary
to implement a function which calculates the tooltip´s position. Figure 5.3 illustrates the
calculation of the positioning. The same calculations were used with positioning the tooltip
regarding shapes and images.
If the user clicks on a text, a red border will be displayed around the clicked element.
It is showing, which element is the active one. Only an active element is a draggable one.
If the user moves the draggable object, red dashed lines will help to position the element.
In the move event in jQuery, the top and left position of the element is updated, so the
red dashed lines are always at the top left corner of the element. Above the active text a
tooltip is displayed, where the user can change the font-style, font-size, change the color of
the text, or rotate the text to a chosen angle.
Now we take a look at the implementation of each customizable element:
Font styles and font types:
During the implementation of the font types I used only web safe fonts, which means
that these fonts are installed on the majority of systems [2]. Table 5.2 shows the
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available fonts in the application. Except these font types Open Sans is also used. It
was created by Steve Mattenson and was commissioned by Google [29]. Image sprites
were used for the bold, italic and underline buttons, which is a collection of images
put into a single image. For changing the font size a jQuery UI Slider was used [24].
Table 5.2: Available fonts in the application
Sans Serif Serif Monospaced
Arial Georgia Courier New
Comic Sans MS Palatino Lucida Console
Impact Times New Roman
Lucida Grande
Tahoma
Trebuchet MS
Verdana
Rotation of the elements:
Any text element can be rotated to a desired angle. Here, it was necessary to add
a function, which converts matrix in radians to angle, because the CSS transform
property contains a matrix [8]. The user can change the rotation angle on a slider,
which uses the same implementation steps as the font size slider [24].
Color picker:
It is possible to change the color of any text element on the card. For color picker
a jQuery plugin was used [16]. As the user is choosing between colors, the text is
changing its color in real time. So, the user knows immediately if the selected color
fits with the other colors. Figure 5.4 illustrates this function. It is also possible to add
a hexadecimal value to the input to get the desired color. The CSS color property
stores an RGB value. Therefore, a function was neccessary, which converts RGB
value to hexadecimal value [9].
5.2.1 Shapes and lines
In the application there is also a possibility to add a line or a shape to the card. Thereby, the
user does not need to search for a desired shape through the internet and then unnecessarily
change the color of these images in different graphic programs. All these functions are part
of this application. It is possible to change the width and height and also the color of the
shape without the aid of an external software.
If the user clicks on the line button, a modal window will appear [21]. In this window
the user can choose whether he wants to add a horizontal or a vertical line to the card. The
next adjustment is to set the line width in pixels. After the line has been added to the card,
user can also set these mentioned settings afterwards. These settings can be modified in
a customization tooltip, which shows up above the selected element. Figure 5.5 illustrates
this tooltip.
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Naturally, the client can move these lines on the card vertically or horizontally depending
on the chosen variable. The user can also change the color of the line on a RGB scale. The
same steps were used in the implementation of the shapes. The only difference is that
you can also set the height of the rectangular shape and here there is no reason to add
the choice of setting horizontal or vertical arrangement.
Figure 5.4: Customization tooltip and color picker
Figure 5.5: Customization tooltip above selected element
5.2.2 Templates
Registered users can choose from twelve predefined templates for the card background.
These templates are displayed below the projects and designs list. Templates are using the
drag-and-drop technology [22]. The client can move the desired image to the card, which
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picks up the width and the height of the card size. These images can only be dropped to
the card area. Anyway, they rebound to their original place.
The draggable element is actually the copy of the real one. Thereby, these images can
be dragged again even, when these are attached to the card. It is also possible to delete
these backgrounds from the card. If a background image is appended to the card, a red
icon will appear above the card space. By clicking on it, the application deletes the last
child of the img element on the card.
As the templates containment is bigger than the actual height of the block, a horizontal
scrollbar is an optimal solution. These scrollbars differ in every browser, so their global
customization is impossible. In the application a jQuery plugin is used for the scrollbar,
which appears in every browser the same way [27].
If the client is not logged in, templates are naturally not draggable. These templates
are mostly created by the software Adobe Photoshop, but some of them were obtained
from other sources [25].
5.3 Image upload
File uploading is also using the AJAX technology to exchange data with the server. As the
visualization of the file upload input differs in every browser I used another method. The
real file upload input is set as hidden, and a simple text input in front of it is the visible
one. Thereby, it gives an impression of a simple input used for file upload. The major
advantage of this solution is the same appearance in every browser.
The application supports the following file types: JPG, BMP, PNG. These are the most
common formats on the web. Vector graphics are not supported. Average users are more
familiar with bitmap images. A vector logo can be easily converted to a bitmap.
On the server-side the file type and the file size is checked. The maximum allowed size is
2MB. To get the file type more correctly and accurately, not only the ending of the file name
is tested for the extension, but also the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions)
type of the file. In the header Content-Type indicates the correct file type, so incorrect
file extensions are not uploaded. So, the user can not create incorrect file types by simply
rewriting the extension in any file manager.
Images are saved on the server. To get a unique file name three strings are concatenated:
the actual username, the actual date and finally the original name of the file. So,
the user can not unwillingly overwrite his existing images, which are saved and used in
previous designs. The disadvatnage of this solution is storing large amount of files on the
server.
As the uploaded images can be in any resolution, it was need to implement a function
which calculates the ratio for correct rescaling in order to fit the card area. After the image
has been appended to the card, it can be dragged anywhere on the card area. Moreover, it
is also possible to resize the selected image [23].
5.4 PDF generation
Many solutions exist to generate the final PDF file. The two main approacches are:
1. Using XML, XSLT and XSL-FO.
2. Using existing libraries.
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In order to generate the final PDF file by using XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and
XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language) stylesheet, firstly there is a need to generate an
XML from the HTML. Secondly, to write all the CSS functions into one XSLT stylesheet.
Finally, from XML and XSL file by using FOP (Formatting Objects Processor) - which is
a Java application - it is possible to generate the final PDF file [44].
There are lots of existing libraries to convert HTML and CSS to PDF, but their functions
are not similar. I tried the following libraries: wkhtmltopdf, dompdf and mPDF. Some
of them has limited functions and can only be installed from command line. Table 5.3 sums
up these libraries and summmarizes their properties.
Table 5.3: Comparison of libraries for PDF generating
Method Properties
wkhtmltopdf • fast
• command-line tool
• external stylesheet unsupportable
• insufficient CSS support
dompdf • handles advanced CSS properties
• supports complex tables
• ability to upload own fonts
mPDF • support for external stylesheet
• huge amount of adjustments
• advanced CSS properties
• problems with positioning
The mPDF library was the simplest for me and its documentation is quite detailed. Running
the library was also simple. It was enough to save the required files on the server and include
in one of the PHP files. After the mPDF documentation has been read, I ran into problems.
In mPDF, there are positioning issues, problems with the relative and absolute positioning.
The CSS transform property is also unsupportable. The user can change the rotation angle
of any text element on the card, so the transform property is essential for this application.
That´s why I chose to stop working with the mPDF library. This library does not handle
all the necessary CSS3 functions.
However, I found a much simpler solution. The dompdf library is similar to mPDF
library, so it can generate a PDF file from HTML and CSS. It is not as well documentated as
the mPDF library, but it supports more advanced functions. The CSS transform property
and the floating elements are also supportable and there are no problems with absolute and
relative positioning. It has also support for uploading new fonts. To run the library, it was
enough to include the necessary PHP files in the server and the library was ready to run.
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Figure 5.6: PDF properties
5.4.1 Output settings
If the user clicks on the PDF button, a window will appear, where the user can set the PDF
properties. Figure 5.6 illustrates this function. Registered users can change the dimensions
of the card, paper type (A4 or Letter - which is the common paper type in the USA) and
finally to set the number of cards on a single page. There is an error-handling function,
which checks the input and prevents the user to enter an invalid value. As the dimensions
of the cards differ from country to country, there was a need to implement a function, which
calculates the ratio for the selected card size. It was necessary to convert pixel to mm [32].
I used the following formula for this purpose:
mm =
25.4 ∗ PX
PPI
, (5.1)
where PPI is pixels per inch [35]. For each text element new font size, top and left positions
are calculated. The same process was used with the images, shapes and lines, but their
calculation properties are not similar. As the user can add theoreticcaly infinite amount of
images and text elements, each element has a unique class name. At the PDF generating,
new positions are calculated in a for cycle for each element. The whole HTML is generated
on the client-side, so there is no need for extra functions on the server-side.
In order to help the user to decide on suitable dimensions, extra tooltip is showing
when the client toggles between them. It shows which countries are using the highlighted
dimensions, so the user knows immediately which one to choose.
Different paper types combined with different card dimensions cause different card
layout in the final file. Only 8 cards/page will fit in some bigger card dimensions. Different
margins were used for different options. Table 5.4 shows the chosen margins with the
corresponding card size. Naturally, the client should also check the printing properties at
his favorite PDF editor to avoid page scaling.
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Table 5.4: Output properties at the PDF generating
Paper type Card size [mm] Pieces Margin
A4 74 x 52 10 40px 40px 10px
85 x 55 10 25px 40px 5px
85.6 x 53.98 10 25px 40px 5px
90 x 55 10 25px 40px 5px
91 x 55 10 25px 40px 5px
90 x 54 10 25px 40px 5px
88.9 x 50.8 10 40px 40px 10px
85 x 48 10 40px 40px 10px
90 x 50 10 40px 40px 10px
Letter 74 x 52 10 25px 40px 3px
85 x 55 8 40px 40px 15px
85.6 x 53.98 8 40px 40px 15px
90 x 55 8 40px 40px 15px
91 x 55 8 40px 40px 15px
90 x 54 8 40px 40px 15px
88.9 x 50.8 10 30px 40px 5px
85 x 48 10 30px 40px 5px
90 x 50 10 30px 40px 5px
5.5 Web application
The basis of the application is only one HTML page, which is organized into other PHP
and Javascript files for greater transparency. Web application does not reload during
registration, card designing and pdf generating. This was realized by the AJAX technology.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the current state of the application. Projects and designs are
displayed on the left side. User can simply toggle between these two menus. It was realized
by jQuery accordion [20]. Below them the client can choose the background image of the
card by selecting one of the templates. Templates use the drag-and-drop technology [22].
The client can drop the custom background only to a specified area. Each attribute, which
is used in the card space, uses the same technology. If a user does not need an attribute,
he can uncheck the corresponding checkbox or just simply drag the item and put it in the
trash. Below the card area is the space for uploading images and adding additional text,
shapes and lines to the card. Below the upload area is the list of text elements, which
appear on the card. The user can edit the elements on the card in real time. The keyup
event ensures this functionality.
Another requirement was the ability to design both sides of the card. It was realized
by a jQuery plugin [28]. A simple message informs the user, which part is he using at the
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moment. The front and the back side use the same DIV block structure, but their contents
are not similar. If the user adds an element to the card it is important to check which part
is he using at the moment. At the PDF generating it is also essential to verify the front
and the back side.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the directory structure of the application. Directories used in the
application are the following:
• Common
This directory contains all of the necessary files, which are essential parts of the
application categorized by their usage.
– Ajax
It contains the server-side PHP files. Here is the implementation of the database
actions like inserting, searching, etc.
– Classes
Here, the Storage class is created according to the singleton design pattern
making the data persistent. File DBStorage.php contains public functions, which
are used for communication with the database.
– Config
It has only one file: db access.php. It contains the necessary information for
connecting to the MySQL database.
– CSS
It contains all of the necessary CSS(Cascading Style Sheet) files of the application.
These files define the design and the layout of the elements.
– Include
Here are those files, which are used from other sources and authors. These files
are not my works.
– JS
Directory contains all the necessary jQuery files. Here is the implementation of
dynamic functions appeared in the web application like drag-and-drop, accordion,
image scaling, etc.
– Pic
It contains all of the images used in the web application.
• Upload
This folder contains the uploaded images categorized by their usage.
– Designs
It contains all of the saved designs in HTML files. Every design has two HTML
files as front and back side are stored separately on the server.
– Pic
This directory contains all of the uploaded images to the application. If a user
chooses to upload an image or a logo, it will be saved here.
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Figure 5.7: Application layout
Figure 5.8: Directory structure of the application
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Chapter 6
Testing and evaluation
This web application is OS(Operation System) independent, but its visualization depends
on the type of the browser. Appearance of the application can effect the actual version
of the browser. Some older versions may not support advanced CSS properties such as
shadow, text gradient or rotation. The application was successfully tested by the W3C
Validator and it corresponds to the HTML5 standard [40].
One of the requirements was to create a multi-platform application which means it can
be reached from various browsers. The supported browsers are: Internet Explorer (below
version 9 there is no support for some jQuery functions and CSS3 functions), Firefox,
Chrome, Safari and Opera. Table 6.1 shows the browsers and their versions in which the
application was tested.
Table 6.1: List of browsers in which the application was tested
Browser Version
Google Chrome 34.0
Mozilla Firefox 28.0
Internet Explorer 10.0
Opera 12.16
Safari 5.1.7
During the testing of the application I ran into some issues regarding the browser
compatibility. When the font-style value in CSS is retrieved by jQuery, the return value
differs in various browsers. For example: text-weight value in Chrome is normal and bold,
but in Firefox it is a numeric value 400 and 700. Another example is the text-decoration
property. In Firefox the return value is simple underline, in Chrome it is underline solid
rgb(0, 0, 0). Customization of the font types is realized by a select list. Here, the option
tag is stylized according to the font type. However, the customization of the option tag
is only visible on Mozilla Firefox. Other webkit browsers are ignoring this customization.
The title tag has also various appearances in different browsers.
Another challenging issue was the customization to Internet Explorer. Many CSS
functions are displayed completely differently in this browser and there is also a problem
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with the CSS box model [19]. Figure 6.1 illustrates this problem. However, a solution by
Keith Clark was used [26]. In the CSS file @media blocks are used to target specific versions
of Internet Explorer. Therefore, these rules are only recognized by Internet Explorer and
they do not have any impact on other browsers. Another possible solution is the usage of
different jQuery plugins, as these plugins are mostly created for all the common browsers.
Another issue came up at the PDF generating. Generating transparent PNGs worked
fine on localhost. However, on the faculty´s server where the web application is uploaded
to, the image generating was incorrect. Some image libraries are missing on the server,
which is essential for the domPDF library. As a solution, a function was implemented,
which checks the actual server name. If the faculty´s server is used, PNG images will be
converted to JPG [36]. On others servers transparent PNG should work fine.
Figure 6.1: W3C and Internet Explorer box models [19]
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
The purpose of this thesis was to create a web application, which will allow creating business
cards. The first requirement was to research and understand typographic laws, as the certain
typographic rules are essential for this application. Chapter 2 dealt with the specific rules
regarding business card design. In chapter 3 available oﬄine and online applications were
discussed. This chapter focused on their advantages and disadvantages. From these studies
the first design of the application had been created which was described in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 described the implementation steps of the application. Firstly, the details in the
server side implementation were discussed. Then, the client side and the used technologies
were characterized. Chapter 6 contained the specific versions of the browsers in which the
application was tested. It also described specific issues regarding browser compatibility.
Naturally, there are many features which the application does not support. These can
be the goals for the future for possible extensions. A useful possiblity will be the support
for vector graphics. In HTML5 the canvas element is available which supports the vector
graphics. However, the domPDF library does not support the canvas element, so there will
be a need to use or implement another library for PDF generating. It would be also useful
to create new templates or to customize existing templates. Another possibility is to set a
specific dimension of a business card which is defined by the user. It will be useful, if the
user wants to print a specific size.
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Appendix A
Content of the CD
The attached CD contains the following directories and files:
• Directory bcard - This directory contains all of the source files, which is necessary
for the web application.
• Directory examples - Contains examples of output files, which were created in the
web application.
• Directory documentation - This directory contains source files for the technical
report, which was written in the LATEXenvironment.
• File bachelor thesis.pdf - Technical report in format PDF.
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Appendix B
Business card examples
Example of business cards created in the web application.
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